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What’s this all about?

The Workshop

● Simplify marketing, public relations, and 

communications

● Develop a systematic approach that you 

can reuse

● Eliminate roadblocks

About the Presenter

● Public Relations Manager at Raymond H. 

Fogler Library at UMaine

● No formal education in marketing

● Has made every marketing mistake at least 

once



Starting Somewhere

Group Example: Monthly Book Club

Use the worksheet to practice the concepts 

as we discuss them



Defining “what”
Questions to Consider

● What important information should someone 

know about the event/service?

● What details might you include on a flyer or 

social media post for the event/service?

● What critical features should someone be 

aware of?



Defining What: Our Example

Imaginary Book Club

• Book Club meets on the first Tuesday of the month

• We choose a current NYT bestseller to discuss

• Open to anyone. No RSVP needed

• Each session meets at 7pm in the Fairy Tale Room 

at Made-up Fake Library



OK, great.

But who are
we talking to?

Defining Your Avatar

● Who is the “ideal” customer?

● Anyone = No one

● Who does this event/service appeal to? It’s OK 

to make assumptions or guess.

● What “pain points” or problems might this 

avatar have?

● Describe your event’s avatar in detail. Who 

are they? What do they like?



Defining Who: Our Example

Our Avatar

• This is Tyrion
• He’s new in town and has moved around a lot, so 

he doesn’t know many people in the city.
• Has a stressful job
• Always enjoyed learning, even though many of his 

peers mocked him for this
• Has trouble finding people to talk about history or 

literature with
• Likes dragons
• Enjoys pumpkin spice lattes



But...

...what do we say?
Crafting Your Message

● Features vs Benefits

● How does the event make your avatar better 

or improve their life?

● The message isn’t about the event -- it’s about 

the avatar



Features vs. Benefits

Features

● Impersonal

● Focus on the “product”

● Tend to be factual

Benefits

● Describe results

● Focus on the person

● Solves a problem



A Better Version of Tyrion

“‘Here's what our product can do’ and ‘Here's what you can 
do with our product’ sound similar, but they are 

completely different approaches.”

Jason Fried, Founder of Basecamp

Takeaway
People don’t buy products. They buy better versions of themselves



Craft the Message: Our Example

What are the benefits of our Book Club?

• You can attend when it fits your schedule (no RSVP)

• You get a better understanding of popular books that 

many people are reading

• You meet new people with similar interests

• Informal setting let’s you be yourself



Craft the Message: Our Example

But what about posters, flyers, 

social media posts, etc, etc, etc?

• Design around your message

• What images, icons, graphics, or media will 

appeal to your avatar and your target audience?

• Don’t fall down a design rabbit hole



If you build it...

...wait, what’s 
next?

Getting the Word Out

● You’ve taken time to understand your avatar. 

Where does your avatar spend their time?

● Where is the message likely to be effective?

● Who can you partner with that has direct 

access (or trust) with your avatar?



Getting the Word Out: Our Example

Finding Partners

• Sam also is an avid reader

• He’s part of several groups whose members might 

also be interested in a Book Club

• He’s approachable and willing to share our event



This didn’t go
according to plan...

Troubleshooting Past & Future

Marketing Efforts

● Too much planning/discussion

● Focused on you, not the audience

● Overlooked important context (format, 

media, timing, etc)



Troubleshooting: Example



Final Thoughts

The most difficult issues to solve are defining 
your avatar and building your message. 

Design, distribution, and promotion are much 
easier once you know who you’re talking to 

and what you want to say.



Questions?
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